Panel measures approximately: 24" x 44" - 45"

Large blocks measure approximately: 8.5" x 7.5"

These blocks can be made into a child's soft book or cut apart for quilt blocks.

Reduced approximately 65% to show overall pattern & design.
Fabric has been reduced approximately 65% to show overall design. Design runs selvage to selvage.
Fabric has been reduced approximately 65% to show overall design. Design runs from selvage to selvage.
3" Block Print Description:

The black & white diagram at the left shows the repeat of each of the letters.

The repeat on the 3" block print is every 36 inches.

A ruler print runs up & down both sides of the selvage.

Each block measures 3" x 3".

The 3" block letter print comes in black, red & royal.
7" Block Print Description:

The black & white diagram at the left shows the repeat of each of the letters. Each block is 7" x 7".

The repeat on the 7" block print is every 35" with a 1" space between each set of alphabet. A ruler print runs up & down both sides of the selvage.

The 7" block letter print comes in black, red & royal.
BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS

by: American Jane

Red & Black
BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS

by: American Jane

Green, Yellow & Orange
Fabric has been reduced approximately 65% to show overall pattern & design
Blocks measure approximately: 7.25" x 7.25" (measuring from blue or green border to blue or green border)

Fabric has been reduced approximately 65% to show overall pattern & design